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Abstract
SAROTUP (Scanner And Reporter Of Target-Unrelated Peptides) 3.1 is a significant
upgrade to the widely used SAROTUP web server for the rapid identification of targetunrelated peptides (TUPs) in phage display data. At present, SAROTUP has gathered a
suite of tools for finding potential TUPs and other purposes. Besides the TUPScan, the
motif-based tool, and three tools based on the BDB database, i.e., MimoScan,
MimoSearch, and MimoBlast, three predictors based on support vector machine, i.e.,
PhD7Faster, SABinder and PSBinder, are integrated into SAROTUP. The current
version of SAROTUP contains 27 TUP motifs and 823 TUP sequences. We also
developed the standalone SAROTUP application with graphical user interface (GUI)
and command line versions for processing deep sequencing phage display data and
distributed it as an open source package, which can perform perfectly locally on almost
all systems that support C++ with little or no modification. The web interfaces of
SAROTUP have also been redesigned to be more self-evident and user-friendly. The
latest version of SAROTUP is freely available at http://i.uestc.edu.cn/sarotup3.
Keywords: target-unrelated peptide; phage display; biopanning; high-throughput
sequencing; computational toolkit

Introduction
Phage display is a powerful in vitro selection technique, which enables the
identification of high-afﬁnity peptides or antibodies from libraries of phage particles
displaying highly diverse peptides [1]. Libraries with a great variety of peptides are
subject to one or more rounds of affinity selection, also called biopanning, which
contains repetitive rounds of target-binding (selection) and proliferation [2]. The rapid
isolation of ligands for a distinct target by biopanning has a wide range of applications
extending from epitope determination [2, 3], protein-protein interaction detection [4],
to new vaccines, diagnostics and therapeutics development [5-7]. Additionally, the
selection from phage-displayed libraries has been increasingly employed in the design
of new chemicals [8] and the development of new materials [9].
In recent years, next-generation sequencing (NGS) has substantially contributed to
the analysis of phage-displayed screens [10-15]. In sharp contrast with traditional phage
display, phage display selections powered by NGS can produce enormous data output
and facilitate the ﬁnding of speciﬁc binders by avoiding iterative selections and
restraining the number of false positive hits [11]. However, both classical phage display
and next-generation phage display (NGPD) screens are deeply troubled by the
emergence of target-unrelated peptides (TUPs). Derda et al. described and confirmed
that selection from phage display libraries is driven by two independent pressures [10,
16]: (1) the selection-related pressure which enriches for clones that bind to the desired
target or non-target-related components (e.g., protein A/G, bead) of the biopanning
system during the selection step [17]; (2) The proliferation-related pressure which

enriches clones exhibiting faster proliferation abilities during the amplification step
[18-20]. Hence, biopanning output is actually a mixture of true binders and TUPs.
Those TUPs binding to other components of the selection system rather than the desired
target are categorized as selection-related TUPs (SrTUPs) [17], whereas those TUPs
with an amplification advantage are referred as to propagation-related TUPs (PrTUPs)
[18]. Obviously, these false positive hits repeatedly arising in biopanning results are not
appropriate candidates for the development of new diagnostics, therapeutics, and
vaccines and should be excluded from phage display data.
To identify and exclude putative TUPs from phage display data, several
experimental approaches have been proposed. Derda and coworkers resorted to deep
sequencing and statistical analysis to identify TUP candidates possessing a proliferation
advantage. By sequencing the naïve Ph.D.-7 phage display library and the same library
after one round of amplification using next generation sequencing platforms, they found
a population of fast-propagating clones displaying 770 unique peptides by differential
enrichment analysis [10]. Concurrently, Hall and fellows proposed a very efﬁcient and
convenient assay based on propagation rates to diagnose PrTUPs, which involves
incubating an E. coli culture with the amplified phage of interest and comparing its
concentration at 135 min of incubation with that of normal-propagating phage. They
demonstrated that at this point the concentration of fast-propagating phage was
significantly higher than that of normal-propagating phage [20].
Although these experimental methods are successful in the identification of TUPs,
computational methods are playing an cumulatively important part in cleaning TUPs

from biopanning results [21] (see Table 1 for more information). The INFO program in
the RELIC suite was the first tool to report PrTUPs [22], which is based on information
theory. Afterwards, several tools based on database search have been developed.
PepBank has a Google-like search function, which can be utilized to find peptides
already reported by other research groups [23]. The BDB database is a specialized
archive for phage display data and can be used as a comprehensive platform for
biologists to clean their panning results [24-27]. However, special tools for precluding
target-unrelated peptides are still needed. In 2010, our group developed the ﬁrst web
tool for scanning, reporting and excluding possible TUPs and named it SAROTUP,
which is the abbreviation for “Scanner And Reporter Of Target-Unrelated Peptides”
[28]. This is a motif-based search tool and can be employed to find those TUPs with
previously described motifs. Subsequently, the MimoSearch and MimoBlast tool based
on database search were developed and integrated into SAROTUP [26]. To combat
PrTUPs, we proposed PhD7Faster for predicting clones propagating faster from the
Ph.D.-7 phage display peptide library [29]. We have also developed two support vector
machine (SVM) based predictors, SABinder and PSBinder. SABinder allows the
detection of streptavidin-binding peptides (SBP) [30], while PSBinder is a predictor for
polystyrene surface-binding peptides (PSBP) [31]. However, these programs are unable
to analyze large amounts of data derived from NGPD screens.
Phage display coupled with NGS technology has been used in over twenty reports
[11, 13, 15, 32-50]. Many computational methods for converting raw sequencing data
to peptide sequences and frequencies [51, 52], target-binding motif analysis [15, 53-55]

and finding candidate target-binding ligands [56, 57] have been proposed. While these
programs address specificity, selectivity and affinity of peptides, they do not
incorporate a procedure to eliminate TUPs. As NGPD data are noisy datasets, TUPs
should be excluded by de-noising tools; then target-binding motifs and ligands analyses
can be performed. To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool for mining TUPs in
large-scale NGPD datasets. Due to the continuing popularity of NGPD, there is a
growing demand for TUPs cleaning tools for “big phage display data.”
In this study, we make an important update to the SAROTUP suite. We developed
the standalone SAROTUP application with graphical user interface (GUI) and
command line version for processing NGS phage display data and distribute it as an
open source package, which can perform perfectly locally on almost all systems that
support C++ with little or no modiﬁcation. We also compiled many new TUP motifs
and sequences into the motif-based tool and integrated three tools based on SVM into
the latest version of SAROTUP. Furthermore, the web interface of SAROTUP has also
been redesigned to be more self-evident. SAROTUP has been developed into a suite of
tools for TUP detecting and data preprocessing, which is freely available at
http://i.uestc.edu.cn/sarotup3.
Data and Methods
New TUP motifs and sequences
SAROTUP, the motif-based tool, was developed in 2010, based on only 23 TUP motifs
known till then [28]. In 2011, Vodnik and fellows characterized and revealed already
known and new target-unrelated peptides [58]. Whereafter, they confirmed that

HWGMWSY was a plastic binder instead of a faster propagating sequence [59].
Recently, Derda and coworkers found 770 parasitic sequences (‘parasites’) that grew
fast during amplification [10]. Furthermore, 29 fast-propagating phage clones were
reported which displayed 29 distinct peptides [20, 60]. All TUPs from the above
references were incorporated in SAROTUP 3.1. We also analyzed the phage display
data in the BDB database released on July 23, 2018 [24]. Those peptides which were
selected by four or more completely different targets were suspected TUPs and also
included into the TUPScan tool in the SAROTUP suite.
New data analysis tools integrated into SAROTUP
A series of data cleaning tools, which were based on database search and machine
learning methods, were integrated into SAROTUP (Figure 1). Among them,
MimoSearch is a batched peptide search tool for multiple peptide sequences to search
against the BDB database , which is implemented as a CGI program with Perl [26]. The
tool empowers biologists to seek out peptides in the database that are identical to their
query sequences, as well as to verify if each sequence has been selected with diverse
targets. Whereas MimoSearch can only find identical peptides, MimoBlast can find
peptides identical to or very similar to the query sequences in BDB, which is powered
by BLASTP 2.2.31+ [61] and the BDB database. MimoScan is designed to check if
there is any peptide in the BDB database that matches the query patterns. The main
algorithm of the tool is to convert query pattern to regular expression, and the latter is
used by the MimoScan script to scan all peptides in the BDB database and find matched
peptides.

The PhD7Faster tool is a predictor that can be used to predict if phages bearing
peptides from the Ph.D.-7 library might grow faster. The positive training data of
PhD7Faster 1.0 were peptides with 15 or higher copy numbers in the naïve Ph.D.-7
phage display library after one round of amplification [11]. Ru et al thought that a fastgrowing peptide-displaying phage should have a high copy number after proliferation,
but did not consider copy numbers of these clones in the naïve library [29]. Phage
clones with displayed peptides found by this way may not have enhanced propagation
rates. Therefore, PhD7Faster was redeveloped with parasitic peptides identified by
Derda and colleagues (considering peptide abundance in both libraries) [62].
Since streptavidin is frequently used in the biopanning system either as the target
or the anchoring molecule, SBP would present in biopanning results in such cases.
SABinder was developed based on SVM to predict if peptides might be streptavidin
binders [30]. PSBP are also a very common type of TUPs in the screening of phagedisplayed libraries. PSBinder [31], a SVM-based predictor, was assembled into
SAROTUP to detect and exclude these noisy peptides.
Standalone SAROTUP application
We used open source Qt 5.6 in the creation of the SAROTUP application under the
GPL & LGPLv3 licenses, which is a cross-platform application framework widely used
for developing application software that can run on various platforms with little or no
change in the underlying codebase. A modern GUI for SAROTUP was designed, and
all tools in SAROTUP were redeveloped using C++ language. A command line version

has

also

been

developed.

All

versions

can

be

downloaded

at

http://i.uestc.edu.cn/sarotup3/download.html.
Test dataset construction
The

test

dataset

was

collected

from

[10]

(http://www.chem.ualberta.ca/~derda/parasitepaper/rawfiles/NoMuPhD7-GTA30FuR.txt), which was from the naïve Ph.D.-7 phage display library. Nucleotide
sequences and copy numbers in the dataset were trimmed. Those peptides with the same
peptide sequences were combined. Finally, a large dataset with 3.05×106 unique peptide
sequences was used to test the performance and efficiency of SAROTUP (see
testpepdataset.txt file in the Supplementary Information). Each peptide in the dataset
contains 7 amino acids.
Results and Discussion
New TUP motifs and sequences compiled into TUPScan
SAROTUP 1.0, released in 2010, contained only twenty-two SrTUPs and one PrTUPs
[28]. In 2012, we compiled 52 SrTUPs and 9 PrTUPs into SAROTUP 2.0. At present,
74 SrTUPs and 781 PrTUPs are incorporated into TUPScan of SAROTUP 3.1. Both
SrTUPs and PrTUPs have increased substantially, compared with those of previous
versions (Figure 2). The algorithm of TUPScan remains largely the same as in the
original [28].
Application of the tools in the SAROTUP suite
Each tool in the SAROTUP package can be utilized to process NGPD data locally, while
the online version of each tool can only be employed to handle small-scale traditional

phage display data. The use of the tools is declared here: (1) Use TUPScan to eliminate
peptides matching with any previously known TUP motifs; (2) Use MimoSearch to
remove peptides identical to those in the BDB database selected by various kinds of
targets; (3) Use MimoBlast to exclude peptides remarkably similar to those in the BDB
database with different targets; (4) Use MimoScan to find peptides in the BDB database
with known TUP motifs; (5) Use PhD7Faster to predict peptide-displaying clones with
enhanced propagation advantages if they are isolated from the popular Ph.D.-7 phage
display library (New England Biolabs); (6) Use SABinder to identify and filter peptides
that likely bind to streptavidin if the protein just serves as a part of the biopanning
system instead of the target molecule; (7) Use PSBinder to detect and report polystyrene
surface-binding peptides, thereby removing these false hits from the selected peptides.
TUPScan: a motif-based data cleaning tool
As TUPScan contains abundant TUP motifs or sequences and its results are fairly
straightforward to be understood, we strongly recommend users to employ TUPScan
firstly to identify and eliminate peptides matching previously characterized TUP motifs
or sequences. However, this tool cannot find TUPs not matching reported TUP motifs.
We scanned the testing dataset (from the naïve Ph.D.-7 phage display library) against
TUPScan and found that 36197 unique peptides matched TUP motifs (see
TUPScan_results.xlsx file in the Supplementary Information). Whether TUPs are
detected or not by TUPScan, we suggest users to use data cleaning tools based on
database search for further filtering hidden TUPs.
MimoSearch, MimoBlast and MimoScan: data analysis tools based on database

search
SAROTUP has three data analysis tools based on database search, i.e. MimoSearch,
MimoBlast and MimoScan. MimoSearch is capable of finding peptides identical to
query sequences in the BDB database. Actually, MimoScan and MimoBlast can also
find peptides in the BDB database that are identical to query sequences. However,
MimoSearch is the best choice to find peptides isolated by various targets because the
target information will be explicitly displayed in its result table. On the contrary, users
cannot directly get the target information from the result tables of MimoScan and
MimoBlast, but can click the BiopanningDataSet ID linked to the BDB database to find
corresponding targets. However, MimoScan and MimoBlast also have their own
advantages. For example, MimoScan allows the identification of all sequences in BDB
containing the query peptide, and MimoBlast can find all sequences in BDB similar to
the query sequence besides the identical ones.
With the number of peptides in the BDB database constantly increasing, these tools
have become more powerful. Accordingly, it is practical to mine new TUPs using these
tools. MimoSearch, the batched peptide search tool, can be applied to check whether
query peptides have been identified in multiple reported biopanning experiments. Due
to a phage-displayed library with millions or billions of various peptides, the probability
of acquiring an identical peptide with different targets is extremely low. If the same
peptide has been isolated from peptide libraries with varied targets, it is more likely to
be a TUP than an actual target-binding peptide. The peptide might be obtained as a
result of having a propagation advantage or binding to components other than the target

in the biopanning system. Such peptides should be excluded in case they would mislead
further analysis. We employed MimoSearch to scan all peptides in the BDB databases
against itself. As shown in Table 2, 35 new peptides were found to be suspected TUPs
as each peptide was identified in the panning against four or more entirely different
targets. These peptides were included in TUPScan.
Regardless of the results of MimoSearch, users are encouraged to use MimoBlast
to detect any disguised TUP further. As the chance of selecting peptides with high
degree of similarity from a large peptide library using different targets remains small,
users can utilize MimoBlast to identify possible TUPs. Peptides highly similar to a
known TUP sequence may also be TUPs. For example, SVSVGMNPSPRP is probably
a TUP because it is almost identical to SVSVGMKPSPRP, which has been isolated by
many different targets and is very likely to be a TUP [63]. If the former peptide emerges
in the panning results, a BLAST against the BDB database would hint researchers that
it may be a TUP.
MimoScan can find peptides with query patterns in BDB. It can be used to find
other peptides in the BDB database matching with the query TUP motifs, thereby
checking how specific the patterns derived from biopanning results are.
PhD7Faster, SABinder and PSBinder: data cleaning tools based on machine
learning methods
PhD7Faster, SABinder and PSBinder are predictors developed by our lab for targetunrelated peptides, which are built with machine learning methods. PhD7Faster can
predict if phages bearing query peptides from the Ph.D.-7 phage display library might

grow faster. SABinder can be used to predict if peptides would bind to streptavidin. The
PSBinder tool enables the prediction of polystyrene surface-binding peptides. It is
important to keep in mind that users can use PhD7Faster to cull peptides possessing
propagation advantages only if they are isolated from the Ph.D.-7 phage display library.
Users can employ SABinder to filter SBP when streptavidin acts as a component of the
screening system rather than the target. PSBinder can be applied to clean PSBP from
phage display data if polystyrene plates exist in the biopanning system but not as the
target of interest.
Ph.D.-7 phage display library is one of the most popular combinatorial libraries,
and 494 (494/3264 = 15%) sets of phage display data in the BDB database are derived
from selections of this library. However, multiple other types of libraries, such as Ph.D.C7C, Ph.D.-12 and f88-15mer libraries, have been produced and employed for ligand
discovery. There are more than 400 types of libraries curated in the BDB databases.
The design of PhD7Faster indicates that deep sequencing of other naïve and amplified
phage libraries can make it possible to develop computational tools for detecting
putative PrTUPs in phage-encoded libraries other than Ph.D.-7 library. Furthermore,
bioinformatics tools for predicting peptides binding to other common components (such
as biotin, protein A and G and secondary antibody) of the screening system are
necessary to be established, as these molecules usually exist for other purposes rather
than act as the target of interest.
Performance testing
We employed the testing dataset to evaluate the time requirements of all tools in the

SAROTUP suite. Each command line tool was run on a desktop computer with Intel
Core i3 Processor and 4GB RAM (Windows system). MimoSearch, PhD7Faster,
SABinder and PSBinder were able to complete the analysis of the large dataset within
30 minutes. MimoBlast and MimoScan can accomplish analysis within 1.5 hours.
TUPScan can finish the analysis of this dataset within a single hour.
Web interface and standalone SAROTUP
To facilitate the users to use SAROTUP, the web interfaces of SAROTUP have been
redesigned to be more self-evident and user-friendly. And a detailed help information
has been added to the help page. We also provided a version of SAROTUP with GUI,
which was written in C++ and tested on Windows and Ubuntu systems. It is distributed
as an open source package and can perform perfectly natively on almost all systems
that support C++ with little or no modiﬁcation. The source code is available at
http://i.uestc.edu.cn/sarotup3/versions/Source_code.zip for free. The interface and
utilization of the GUI version is similar to that of the web server. Let’s take the
TUPScan as an example. The GUI, web interface and output of TUPScan are shown in
Figure 3. According to feedback from bioinformaticians, a command line version of
SAROTUP has also been implemented. We strongly recommend that users use the
command line version of these tools if the size of the dataset is very large.
Future development
Contending with TUPs in phage display needs everyone’s efforts. Efficient
identification of TUPs can be achieved if there is a shared-public database of TUP
sequences in which many researchers participate and contribute sequences. We plan to

implement such a database in the very near future. SAROTUP will be frequently
updated to meet new requirements and demands.
Conclusions
SAROTUP has become a very popular and effective toolkit for TUP identification and
prediction over the past few years. More TUP reporting tools have been integrated into
the SAROTUP suite. We also developed the standalone version of each tool, which can
be used to analyze traditional phage display data as well as NGPD data. This serious
upgrade makes SAROTUP as an enhanced and versatile toolkit for scanning and
reporting TUPs. The SAROTUP suite will help future reports on the development of
new diagnostics, therapeutics, and vaccines. We hope that TUPs analysis will be
established as a standard operating procedure in phage display field.
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Table 1 Summary of different TUPs cleaning tools and methods
Program/method
(year published)
INFO (2004)
TUPScan (2010)

MimoSearch (2012)

MimoBlast (2012)

PhD7Faster (2014)

SABinder (2016)
PSBinder (2017)

Highlights and comments

Limitation(s)

Based on information theory to
identify PrTUPs
Based on known TUP motifs to
identify TUPs

Unable to access

[22]

Unable to discover TUPs which
do not match TUP motifs
incorporated in TUPScan
Unable to find peptides which are
not stored in BDB

[28]

Unable to find peptides which are
not stored in BDB

[26]

Unable to predict PrTUPs from
other types of phage display
libraries except Ph.D.-7 phage
display library
Unable to predict other types of
TUPs except SBP

[29]

Based on database search to find
identical peptides to the query
peptides
Powered by BLASTP to find
peptides in the BDB database
very similar to the query peptides
SVM-based tool to predict phage
clones
with
proliferation
advantages from Ph.D.-7 phage
display library
SVM-based predictor to detect
streptavidin-binding peptides
SVM-based predictor to identify
polystyrene
surface-binding
peptides

Unable to predict other types of
TUPs except PSBP

Reference

[26]

[30]
[31]

Table 2 Peptides selected with four or more different targets
Peptide

Number of
Unique Targets

BiopanningDataset
numbers

SAROTUP 2.0a

NFMESLPRLGMH

8

8

-

NRPDSAQFWLHH

8

9

-

AETVESC

7

7

-

EPLQLKM

7

9

-

NQDVPLF

7

7

-

GAMHLPWHMGTL

6

6

-

IPTLPSS

6

10

-

IQSPHFF

6

6

-

LTPCDT

6

6

-

TALATSSTYDPH

6

6

-

NHVHRMHATPAY

5

5

-

SGHQLLLNKMPN

5

6

-

SILSTMSPHGAT

5

5

-

YRAPWPP

5

9

-

YSIPKSS

5

5

-

GKPMPPM

4

5

-

SPNFSWLPLGTT

4

4

-

GWSDLHKLPPHT

4

4

-

NSLTPCGRTRDN

4

4

-

SHPWNAQRELSV

4

4

-

NSLTPCGRTRVTSC

4

4

-

NYLHNHPYGTVG

4

4

-

QDVHLTQQSRYT

4

4

-

RETADDLLSLLL

4

4

-

ILANDLTAPGPR

4

4

-

AREYGTRFSLIGGYR

4

4

-

CAREVTLLC

4

6

-

LPPNPTK

4

4

-

CGRTRDN

4

8

-

CGRTRVTSC

4

8

-

CTVRTSADC

4

4

-

LSTHTTESRSMV

4

4

-

SWMPHPRWSPQH

4

4

-

VSRHQSWHPHDL

4

4

-

YQLRPNAESLRF

4

4

-

a

In this column, ‘-’ means no known TUP motif is found by SAROTUP2.0.

Figure 1 Tools in the SAROTUP suite. SAROTUP contains three categories of tools:
motif-based tool(s), machine learning method-based tools and database-based tools.
After analyzed by the SAROTUP toolkit, a part of putative TUPs (red pentagrams) in
phage display results can be excluded.

Figure 2 Growth of SrTUPs and PrTUPs in SAROTUP. Compared with previous
versions of SAROTUP, the current version of SAROTUP (version 3) contains much
more TUPs.

Figure 3 Web interface, GUI and output of TUPScan. The input interface of the
standalone TUPScan is quite similar to that of the online one, and their output interfaces
are almost the same.

